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A ugghja: Introductory Notes and Analysis 
 
Marcello Messina 
(University of Leeds, United Kingdom) 




Abstract. The main purpose of this work is the presentation of a semiotic analysis of my 
piece A ugghja for two violins and piano. The analysis is preceded by a brief introduction 
to my compositional activity and the main motives behind it, followed by a short section 
that explains the meaning of the title and briefly mentions the specific events that 
inspired the composition of this piece. 
 





As a composer/researcher I explore ways of contributing to the expression of 
specific instances of dissent. In particular, I look at the recent emergence of Sicilian and 
Southern Italian protest movements1, which question the official narratives of Italian 
history/politics, denounce the gap in income and employment rate between the north 
and the south of the country, and in many cases invoke the concession of more local 
autonomy or even total independence from the central state. 
I employ various different strategies in order to obtain this: 
 In a series of pieces, written mainly for medium to large ensembles, macro-
structural elements are used to highlight politico-economic, cultural and/or 
historical patterns in order to criticise them. My orchestral work U mpastu2 
is an example of such pieces. 
 In a group of vocal pieces the lyrics are deliberately re-organised in order to 
twist the meaning of the original text and adapt it to the message that is 
                                                        
1 A good introduction to these movements is offered by Patruno (2011). 
2 Recording available at https://soundcloud.com/marcello-messina/u-mpastu 
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60 
intended to be sent through. My song cycle Circling round my flesh3, with 
lyrics by English poet John Whale, belongs to this group of pieces. 
 In another group of pieces microstructural elements are combined together 
in order to form larger structures ‒ the very act of construction involved in 
this process is meant to convey a utopian meaning. A ugghja belongs to this 
last group of pieces. 
 In the section 2 I will explain the title of the piece, giving some indications about 
the motives behind its composition. In the section 3 I will carry out a semiotic analysis of 
the piece, in order to give an idea of how I work. Before proceeding to the next section, it 
is important to clarify three points: 
 The analysis does not always follow the same methods employed for 
composing the piece; this means it can potentially reveal some important 
elements I was not aware of when composing the piece, while at the same 
time it could overlook other features that were relevant at the time of 
composing the piece.  
 A full analysis of the piece is not among the purposes of this work, and 
there will be considerable parts of the score which will not be included in 
the analysis. 
 Provided that the analysis is the central purpose of this work, this section 
and the next may not appear immediately relevant. However, I chose to 
reveal the motives behind the composition of this and other pieces: this is 
mainly due to reasons of personal and intellectual integrity.  
  
 
2. The title 
 
A ugghja literally means ╅the needle╆ in Sicilian [the word ugghja can also be 
spelled as ugghia, avugghia, augghia, agugghia, etc.] 
 The piece is inspired by the struggle for Sicily╆s Independence/Autonomy, hence 
the metaphor of the needle which is meant to refer to a constant, relentless work of 
sewing pieces together, gathering people and making them conscious of their identity. 
                                                        
3 Recording available at https://soundcloud.com/marcello-messina/circling-round-my-flesh 
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On the other hand, telling a fàula r╆a ugghja い╅the tale of the needle╆う essentially 
means repeating the same lies again and again in order to distract people from more 
serious issues ‒ in this sense the title refers specifically to recent events in Italian and 
Sicilian politics, such as the attacks against the Island╆s Autonomy Statute perpetrated 
by the mainland press and parties4 , and the recent campaigns towards the Sicilian 
Regional Elections [28 October 2012], characterised by the hegemony of said mainland 
parties, and by promises, by the local exponents of these parties, of more autonomy5. 
From my point of view, in a situation like this, the Island╆s autonomy is instrumentalised 
either to gain consensus locally or to point the national public opinion towards an easy 
scapegoat, with the result that the public is distracted from the fact that the Statute has 






3.1 Violin 1 and Violin 2 
 
The piece opens with a long B in the violin 2 part, which then is tied to a downward 




 Pattern ゎ reappears in different forms in bars ば-8 (violin なょ┸ bars なね-なの ゅ iolin にょ┸ bars なの-なは ゅ iolin なょ bars ぬば-ぬひ ゅ iolin なょ┸ bars ねば-ねぱ ゅ iolin にょ┸ bars ねぱ-ねひ ゅ iolin なょ┸ bars はひ-ばぬ ゅ iolin なょ┻ I will also call  羽ゎ other figures which resemble pattern ゎ┺ 
                                                        
4 Examples of these attacks are Vv. Aa. (2012) and Indini (2012). The arguments of the pro-Statute faction 
are summarized, for instance, in Coppola (2012) 
5 See for example Condorelli (2012) and Sardo (2012).  
6 On the non-application of the Sicilian Autonomy Statute, see Mignemi (1980) and Costa (2009).  
7 See also Nattiez (1980 and 1990) and Messina (2011). 
Ex. 1┺ the first occurrence of pattern ゎ in bb┻ な-2 
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Pattern が appears in a very similar form in bars 29-30 (violin 1). Other occurrences of が will be discussed below┻ 
I will now focus on the third occurrence of pattern ゎ┸ in bar なね (violin 2), which is 




 Pattern ぐ appears again in bars ぬね ゅ iolin なょ┸ ねの ゅ iolin 1), 48-49 (violin 2), 62-63 ゅ iolin にょ┻ The occurrence of ぐ in bar ねの is preceded┸ in bar ねに┸ by the occurrence of 
Ex. 5: bb. 14-17 (violin 2) 
Ex. 4: bb. 1-6 (violin 2) 
Ex. 2:  吋ゎ in bb. 26-27 (violin 1) Ex. 3┺  吋ゎ in bb. 35-36 (violin 2) 
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I will now compare the last three examples: the long B in bars 16-17 (example 3), 




Ex. 6: bb. 42-47 (violin 1) 
Ex. 7: comparison between bb. 1-6 (violin 2), bb.14-17 (violin 2) and bb. 42-47 (violin 1) 
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However, I will keep describing the above patterns as ゎ when they occur together 
in this order. 
I will now focus on bars 37-41 (violin 1): in bar 37, after the first two semiquavers, pattern ゎ reoccurs┸ followed by が in bars 38-40 ‒ in bar 38 a lower voice appears┸ in which  羽ゎ occurs┸ followed by three appearances of pattern が in bars ねな┻ Going back to 
voice 1, in bars 40-ねな a pattern occurs┸ which I will call ざ┺  
Ex. 8: bb.14-17 (violin 1) 
Ex. 9: bb. 1-2 (violin 2) - alternative segmentation of ゎ 
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Other occurrences of ざ appear in bars 11 (violin 2), bars 19-20 (violin 1), bars 59-





In the previous subsection I have mentioned the two semiquavers that precede the occurrence of ゎ in bar 37 (violin 1). They form, together with the following quaver, a 
pattern that repeatedly occurs in the piano part as well. I will call this pattern と┺ 
Ex. 11: bb. 7-8 (violin 1) 
Ex. 10: bb. 37-41 (violin 1) 
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 Pattern と is one of the  ery few patterns that appears both in the piano part and in  




Bar 42 (violin 1) also contains a pattern that is found in the piano part: I will call it pattern ず┻ Pattern ず appears only twice in the score: in the aforementioned bar 42 
(violin 1) and in bar 46 (piano): 
 
 
 Ex. 14: pattern ず in b. 42 (violin 1) 
Ex. 12: pattern と in b. 37 (violin 1) 
Ex. 13: pattern と in b. 15 (piano) 
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A complete analysis of the patterns in the piano part is not among the purposes of 
this work; however, I will briefly focus on the wider context around bar 46, from bar 42 
to bar 47. Bar 42 opens with と in the left hand, whereas the chord in the right hand can be identified as a recurring pattern throughout the piano part┸ which I will call ぢ┻ Pattern ぢ appears also in bars に┸ ね┸ なね┸ なの┸ なは┸ にぱ┸ ぬぬ-34, 47, 48, 49, 55-56, 69-70 and 72.  
Bar 43 opens with two bichords of the length of a quaver each, notated across the 
piano staff, and followed by a third bichord in the right hand, which continues in the 
following bar. Each of the single components of this figure could be compared to other 
significant bichords found repeatedly on the score; for reasons of simplicity, I will focus 
on the whole figure and call it pattern づ ‒ this pattern appears also in bar 26.  
Bars 44-45 (right hand) open with the prolongation of the last bichord of づ┸ followed by a figure that I will call pattern で┸ and that appears also in bars 34. Bar 45 ゅleft handょ contains┸ as shown abo e┸ pattern ず.  Bar ねば presents an occurrence of pattern ぢ in the right hand┸ preceded by a bichord┸ which is  ery similar to the bichord that opens pattern づ┻ This bichord appears repeatedly in the score┸ and I will call it ぱ┻ The combination ぱ ギ ぢ is also  ery frequent 
throughout the piano part, and it could be considered an independent pattern, which I 
Ex. 15: pattern ず in b. 46 (piano) 
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will call ù┻ The bichord in bar 45 (left hand) and the one in bars 46-47 (left hand) can be 







The main purpose of the analysis carried out in section 3 was offering an overview 
on the way I work. Although the analysis does not include some considerable parts of 
the score, I believe it succeeds in covering the most significant points and giving an 
exhaustive idea of my piece. In addition to the analysis, the introductory notes included 
in the first two sections of this paper can help provide further clarification on the piece. 
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